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Abstract

In a distributed environment where nodes are independently motivated, many transactions
or commercial exchanges may be stymied due to a lack of trust between the participants. The
addition of trusted intermediaries may facilitate some exchanges, but others are still problematic.
We introduce a language for specifying these commercial exchange problems, and sequencing
graphs, a formalism for determining whether a given exchange may occur. We also present an
algorithm for generating a feasible execution sequence of pairwise exchanges between parties
(when it exists). Indemnities may be o ered to facilitate previously infeasible transactions. We
show when and how this approach facilitates commercial transactions.

1 Introduction
Electronic commerce is a rapidly expanding eld, with modern and vast computer networks bringing
together many potential customers and producers, increasing the number and range of contacts,
and increasing the likelihood of matching the producers and consumers. For example, consumers
may nd a number of information providers able to jointly ll an information request. A second
example is the sale of computational resources, where processors o er to sell their idle time to
others with computationally intensive work that can be parallelized. However, the ability to make
matches around the globe also increases the likelihood that consumers and producers will have had
no prior interactions, and hence will not know how trustworthy each party is. Because of this,
additional protection may be required to guarantee the exchanges of goods or services between
mutually distrustful parties.
In this paper we develop mechanisms for completing commercial exchanges between parties
that may or may not carry through on their commitments. The following example illustrates
the problem we are considering (as well as some of the traditional authentication and security
issues we are not covering). Consider a customer who wishes to purchase a particular document.
Through a mechanism not covered here, the customer nds a publisher who o ers to sell a digital
document that matches the customer's speci cation, and they negotiate a price. Since the customer
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and publisher do not have an established relationship, and the publisher might be an individual
without a reputation, how can the exchange of funds and document take place? If the customer rst
sends the funds, the publisher might keep them and not provide the document, or might provide
an incorrect document. If the publisher gives the document rst, the customer might refuse to pay
later.
While cryptographic techniques have been suggested for solving this problem [14, 15], we believe
they are very expensive. Here we look at a more practical type of solution, that involving a trusted
intermediary or third party. If a trusted party exists, then the solution is relatively simple [9]. The
customer sends his payment and document description to the trusted party; similarly, the publisher
sends the document to the trusted party. The third party veri es that the document matches the
speci cation, and then sends the document to the customer and the payment to the publisher.
Both the customer and the publisher trust the third party to honor its commitment to complete
the exchange correctly.
Notice that this concept of a trusted agent (whose only role is to facilitate an exchange) is an
abstraction of what occurs in practice. In particular, a trusted third party often has additional
functions or roles. For instance, the trusted party may also be the \electronic mall" where shoppers
and producers \meet." Thus, the trusted agent not only makes guarantees about payments and
deliveries, but also helps match customers and producers. Another common scenario is when one
party is directly trusted by the other. In this case, there is still a trusted agent role, but it is taken
on by one of the main parties. Our abstraction separates the trust role from other roles (even
that of principal party in the exchange) to help us understand how trust works in more complex
interactions. Also notice that the mechanics of trusted agents may di er. For example, when
a credit card company plays the role of a trusted agent, it often guarantees payment before the
customer pays, thus making it possible for the producer to send the good directly to the customer.
The model we will present in Section 2 can model these di erent mechanics, although for simplicity
in the rest of the paper we only cover trusted agents that wait for goods and payments before
proceeding.
Having discussed how a trusted agent facilitates an exchange between two parties, let us now
consider a commercial exchange involving three or more entities. For example, the customer may
be performing a search through an information broker that indexes documents stored at several
servers. The customer only wants to pay the broker if he receives all of the required documents, not
if he receives only some of them. (For example, one source may provide annotations or reviews of
documents, while a second source provides the raw documents. The annotations by themselves may
not be interesting; similarly, the raw documents are not as useful.) Each source wants to release
its document only if payment is guaranteed. The broker does not want to pay the sources until it
has \secured" payment by the customer, but the customer does not want to pay anything unless
complete delivery of all documents is guaranteed. If all the entities involved trust a third party,
the problem can be solved easily, as a distributed transaction coordinated by the trusted agent.
However, what happens if the broker and the customer share a common trusted agent that is not
trusted by the sources, and the broker and sources have common trusted agents not trusted by
the customer? We believe that this will be an ever more common situation in worldwide networks:
there may be \locally" trusted agents, but no universally trusted agent that can be counted on
by entities everywhere. Can the exchange we have illustrated be completed successfully in this
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scenario? If so, what are the steps? What happens if the broker in the example directly trusts one
of the sources (i.e., the source takes on the role of trusted agent)? Is this the same as the source
trusting the broker? As we will see, not all types of exchanges are feasible, so it is important to
understand which are feasible and what role trust plays in them. Note that traditional agreement
protocols do not solve this type of problem since commit protocols rely on trust among all parties.
(We discuss the relationship to Byzantine agreement and other related protocols in more detail in
Section 7.)
In this paper we will present a general framework for this type of problem, and show how trusted
intermediaries may be represented. We develop an algorithm to generate an execution sequence (a
total order of the pairwise exchanges needed to carry out the distributed transaction) for those
exchanges recognized as feasible. A feasible exchange can be carried out in such a way that no
participant ever risks losing money or goods without receiving everything promised in exchange. If
the exchanges are carried out in the speci ed execution sequence, the interests of all parties will
be protected. We also explore the notion of indemnity to facilitate commercial exchanges. For
instance, a broker that is trying to sell a document it does not yet have, can o er some cash as
\collateral" to a trusted agent. If the document is later provided by the broker, the trusted agent
refunds the indemnity payment. If the broker fails to deliver the document, the customer expecting
the document is o ered the cash in its place.
There are a number of issues that will not be covered in this paper, not because they are
unimportant, but because solutions exist or are emerging. For example, as an entity communicates
with a trusted agent, they each need to verify the other's identity [10, 8, 7]. For the actual
exchange of funds between two parties, there are multiple mechanisms [17, 3, 11], each with its own
veri cation procedure. When a customer receives a digital document, he could make and distribute
additional copies illegally. This can be impeded (although there is no foolproof way to stop it) by
watermarking schemes [1] or copy detection mechanisms [16, 2] for example. Verifying that the
document the customer receives is the one that he ordered is more challenging. Sometimes the
goods can be veri ed by the trusted agent before the exchange, but in other cases it is necessary
to rely on \catch and punish" models of policing the quality of promised goods [9]. We also ignore
privacy and protection concerns which might be addressed by using encryption.
We believe that it is very important to understand the notions of trust and indemnity for
distributed commercial exchanges. As we argued earlier, we believe these will play an ever increasing
role as large networks bring together large numbers of customers and providers of electronic goods
and services. Furthermore, trust (or the lack thereof) signi cantly impacts the types of algorithms
used and their cost. For example, if all parties trust each other, exchange algorithms can be very
ecient. However, as we will see, as fewer parties trust each other and more intermediaries are
involved, the overhead will signi cantly increase. Thus, we believe it is important to understand
these implications of distributed trust.
Section 2 describes the framework for describing distributed transactions. Two examples appear
in Section 3 and are developed in Sections 4 and 5, which detail how to create and reduce the
sequencing graph and nd the execution sequence, respectively. In Section 6 we will see that
indemnity payments can make possible exchanges that were not previously feasible, and we show
how to compute the overall indemnity amounts needed. Section 7 relates the formalism we propose
here to existing solutions for associated problems. Section 8 discusses the cost incurred by mistrust.
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Finally, conclusions and directions for future research appear in Section 9.

2 Problem Speci cation
In this section, we describe the classes of participants in a distributed transaction, show schemas
for the actions that they can perform, and describe a method for representing the essentials of an
exchange while leaving the details implicit.

2.1 Principals
There are three classes of principals which might be involved in a distributed transaction: producers,
consumers, and brokers. In the context of information sales, the producers are information retrieval
sources or libraries. A consumer is a computer user with an information request. A broker is an
intermediary that has information about which sources are relevant for a particular query. (See,
for example, [5].) In the context of computation subcontracting, a producer is a processor with
idle resources; a consumer needs additional computation power; and a broker might be a network
manager capable of matching them.

2.2 Actions
In order to model and analyze the types of exchanges described here, we consider only those actions
which result in transfers between parties of a transaction. The givea!b(d) action indicates that a
gives b document d. Although a payment is only a special case of a give action, for ease of exposition,
it will be denoted payb!a (m), signifying that b has paid a the dollar amount m. Moreover, when
one object is returned to its sender (e.g., if a broker returns a document to the source because the
1
buyer has not sent payment), the action will be signi ed with a mathematical inverse, give,a!b
(d),
which corresponds to the rst give action being compensated for.
It is also necessary to explicitly model time in the actions. When a source sends a document
to a trusted intermediary, it should specify a deadline by which it expects to receive payment or
have the document returned. Similarly, a customer needs to specify an amount of time which the
intermediary may hold its payment before it is to be returned or the document provided. In the
discussion that follows, we will assume that the deadlines allotted are always suciently generous
to allow the transaction to be completed. (We believe that the results of Sections 4 and 5 can be
extended to handle tighter deadlines, but this will not be covered here.)

2.3 States
We represent the state of an exchange as the unordered set of actions that were executed by any
party during the exchange. Each party has a set of partial state descriptions such that any state
which contains a superset of the actions of any element in that set (but does not contain another
action by that party) is acceptable, an outcome in which the agent receives all of the goods it
paid for, and payment for all goods delivered. Alternative representations of the state (such as a
sequence of actions [4]) would be more expressive, but the notation here is sucient for the types of
problems described. For instance, in the simple case where customer c wants to purchase document
4

d from producer p for m dollars, there are four acceptable states for the customer. In the rst, he
gives the money to the producer and receives the document in exchange. Therefore, fgivep!c(d),
payc!p (m)g is an acceptable nal state of the transaction. A second acceptable execution is where
the customer pays the merchant, but the merchant is unable to provide the goods, and therefore
,1 (m)g. A third
refunds the money. This outcome is represented by the set fpayc!p (m), payc!p
acceptable state is the status quo, simply fg. The fourth desirable outcome is perhaps less realistic,
but the customer can hope that he is given the goods without paying for them, fgivep!c(d)g.
The producer's view of the acceptable transactions overlaps with the customer's, in that any
of the rst three states are acceptable. The fourth state is di erent, however, with the producer
hoping to receive money from the customer while providing nothing, fpayc!p (m)g.
In addition to specifying acceptable executions, each party also speci es one that is \preferred."
This device prevents a seller from always refunding the buyer's money, even when the goods could
be provided. While that would always end up in an execution that is acceptable to both parties,
the one where the exchange is completed is preferred by both. An execution sequence, which is a
total order of the actions making up the distributed transaction, is acceptable only if the resulting
nal state is acceptable to all participants. A protocol is a set of instructions for each participant
that governs its actions. A protocol is acceptable only if all of the possible exchange execution
sequences sanctioned by that protocol are acceptable.

2.4 Constraints
In addition to the conditions placed on the exchange execution due to the acceptable nal states,
there may be additional constraints placed on the ordering of actions for practical reasons. For
example, a party cannot send a document that it does not have. Therefore, if a producer is to
send a document to a broker and the broker is to send that same document to the consumer, then
clearly the producer to broker transfer must precede the broker to consumer transfer. The notation
for constraints separates the two related events with an arrow, with the earlier one at the point of
the arrow. The example above would be denoted: giveb!c(d) ! givep!b(d).

2.5 Trusted Components
Since the principals may have no previous working relationship, nor any expectation for continued
interaction in the future, they may be distrustful of one another. Therefore, a transaction which
demands that one side pay for services not yet received is likely to be viewed with skepticism by
the buyer. On the other hand, the seller does not want to give its goods or services away without
some guarantee of future payment.
Trusted third parties enable transactions under these conditions. In terms of the action/state
formalism described above, trusted intermediaries have a limited set of actions available. They may
perform either give or pay actions, but only if the inputs have been provided by another party.
They may also reverse actions in which they were the recipient, returning either money or goods to
sender. These are the give,1 and pay ,1 actions described above. Typically, a trusted component
acts merely as a conduit, sending goods or payments from their source to destination. However,
when an exchange does not proceed as planned (e.g., if one party does not provide its promised
5

goods) the trusted component reverses actions as necessary and terminates the exchange, returning
the parties to status quo.
Another action that trusted components may perform is notify(x). A notify(x) action informs
one principal, x, that the other principals have ful lled their parts of the exchange, and the exchange
will be completed as soon as the noti ed principal complies. A noti cation allows a principal to
take action based on this knowledge. Noti cations also require temporal information. The broker
should determine the time until the noti cation expires by nding the earliest expiration of the other
pieces held for the exchange. If an agent provides the missing component from a noti cation before
that noti cation expires, the agent is assured that the exchange will occur. After the noti cation
expires, the intermediary is no longer bound to complete the exchange, since it may have returned
some or all of the elements needed for the exchange.
A trusted component is able to specify guarantees by listing the states (sets of actions) which
may result from its actions. For example, the typical guarantee would be: fg (nothing happens) or
fgivea!t(d), notify (b ), payb!t(m), givet!b(d), payt!a(m)g (the exchange works) or fgivea!t(d),
1
notify (b ), give,a!t
(d)g (the noti cation expires, and a gets the document back when b doesn't pay)
,1 (m)g (the noti cation expires and b gets money back when a
or fpayb!t (m), notify (a ), payb!t
doesn't provide document). An agent may act as a trusted intermediary between two principals
if they both believe that the intermediary will ful ll its guarantees (restrict itself to the promised
states) in all circumstances.

3 Interaction Graphs and Examples
In this section, two problems are speci ed according to the method described in the previous section.
Each of the parties to the transaction is enumerated, along with the actions, acceptable nal states,
and the ordering constraints imposed by necessity. To describe the examples, we introduce a simple
graphical notation.
An interaction graph describes in graphical form the parties involved and the interactions between them. It is similar to the communication graph described in Section 6.6.3 of [4], without
the temporal component. The interaction graph does not specify the ordering of the actions, nor
does it guarantee that a feasible execution sequence exists. (See Figures 1 and 2 for examples.)
Formally, an interaction graph I is a three-tuple (P , T , E ) consisting of:

 P : The set of principals|customers, brokers, and sources, represented as circles in the graph
 T : The set of trusted components, represented as squares
 E : The set of edges (p, t), with p 2 P and t 2 T , such that principal p uses trusted
intermediary t to carry out one side of an exchange with an untrusted principal
As discussed in Section 1, we will always model the principals interacting only through trusted
intermediaries, although this is merely an abstraction|an intermediary might just be a \persona"
of one of the principals, if it is directly trusted by the other principal. Thus, the interaction graph
is bipartite, with P and T forming a partition. (In Section 4.2.3 we study the implications of having
one principal directly trust another.)
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Figure 1: The interacting parties of a simple exchange

3.1 Example #1: Consumer seeks document from producer via broker
In the interaction graph of Figure 1, a consumer desires a particular document, but does not directly
know any source capable of producing it. The consumer (c) seeks the help of a broker (b), who has
the requisite connection to a capable producer (p). All the parties are distrustful of one another,
and consequently c and b interact through an intermediary they both trust (t1), while b and p
share trusted intermediary t2 . The three principals are the consumer (c), the producer (p), and the
broker (b). The trusted intermediaries are t1 and t2 . (Keep in mind that, as discussed in Section 1,
t1 and t2 are abstract roles that could be taken on by various real services. For instance, t1 could
be the provider of the electronic catalog where c found out about b. Perhaps b trusts p directly, in
which case the t2 role is played by p. However, for now assume the trusted agents are separate.)
Since the two pairwise exchanges (c to b and b to p) are essentially identical, we focus only on the
exchange between c and b. The relevant action for c is fpayc!t1 (m)g. For b, it is fgiveb!t1 (d)g. In
addition to its noti cation responsibilities, the trusted intermediary can either forward the payment
and document to their destinations, or cancel the transaction and return whichever pieces it has
,1 (m),
received. Formally, these actions are fnotify(c), notify(b), payt1 !b (m), givet1!c (d), payc!t
1
1
give,b!t
(
d
)
g
.
The
acceptable
states
for
the
customer
are:
the
status
quo
fg
,
receiving
the
goods
1
and paying for them, fgiveX!c(d), payc!t1 (m)g, with X ranging over fp; t1; b; t2g; receiving the
goods without paying fgiveX!c(d)g; and paying the trusted intermediary, but receiving a refund
,1 (m)g. The acceptable states for the broker are: the stainstead of the goods fpayc!t1 (m), payc!t
1
tus quo fg; receiving the money and sending the goods fgiveb!t1 (d), payX!b (m)g, with X ranging
over fc; t1; p; t2g; receiving payment without sending the goods fpayX!b (m)g, with X ranging
over fc; t1; p; t2g; and sending the goods to the intermediary, but getting them back fgiveb!t1 (d),
1
give,b!t
(d)g. For the trusted component, the acceptable states are: the status quo fg, perform1
ing the exchange fgiveb!t1 (d), payc!t1 (m), givet1!c (d), payt1 !b (m)g; backing out after receiving
,1 (m)g; and backing out after receiving the goods
money from the consumer, fpayc!t1 (m), payc!t
1
,
1
from the broker fgiveb!t1 (d), giveb!t1 (d)g. A constraint requires the broker to have assurance
from t1 before sending his own money to t2 : payb!X ! notify(b) with X ranging over fp; c; t1; t2 g.
The full exchange may be accomplished by c rst sending payment to t1 , p providing the
document to t2 , t1 notifying b.1 At this point, b knows that the money is available for it at t1 , so it
goes ahead and purchases the document, i.e., b sends the money to t2 , who returns the document
to b, and forwards the payment on to p. The document is sent from b to t1 , who forwards it to
c, and sends the payment on to b. If some step is omitted, the trusted intermediaries return the
pieces to their respective providers.
1
As discussed in Section 2, we assume that the payment and document stay long enough at t1 and t2 for the rest
of the operations to complete.
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3.2 Example #2: Buyer wants both documents from 2 brokers
Figure 2 is an interaction graph for a more complex exchange. As in the previous example, the
consumer is interacting with brokers who have access to the right producers. In this example,
however, the consumer wants information only available as a combination of documents provided
by sources 1 and 2. Each of the two brokers is able to provide access to one of the sources (by
purchasing the desired document itself and reselling it to the consumer). The brokers each share
a trusted intermediary with the consumer, and additional trusted intermediaries exist between the
broker and the source of the document. The two documents are of value only if both are received,
so the consumer is unwilling to buy one without some assurance that he will be able to obtain the
second. As mentioned in Section 1, this may be because one document is a review or annotation
of the other. As another example, one document may be the text of a patent and the other the
diagrams. (In practice, patent text and diagrams are sold by di erent providers.)
The brokers are also concerned that they will purchase the document for resale, then nd the
consumer has changed his mind (perhaps because the other broker cannot obtain the document),
leaving the broker holding an unwanted document. We omit the formal action/state description of
the interaction for space considerations, hoping that the following informal description will suce.
The consumer is willing to pay for both documents only if both are received. Each broker is
willing to buy its respective document only if fully convinced that the customer will subsequently
purchase it from the broker. The sources are willing to sell their goods to the brokers only if they
receive payment. The trusted components simply enforce the exchanges. This exchange is not
feasible, and fails on one sticking point: the customer is unwilling to commit to purchasing the
rst broker's document until he is sure that he can obtain the document from the second broker.
Therefore, the rst broker will not risk spending its own resources to obtain the document from
its source, and is unable to guarantee delivery of the document (because it doesn't yet own it).
But the second broker goes through a symmetric analysis, and is also unwilling to acquire the
second document from the second source, lest the rst broker not keep its end of the exchange with
the customer. If that happened, the second broker would have obtained the document at its own
personal cost, but have no customer to whom it may be resold.
In practice, many commercial exchanges may not be as complex as that of Figure 2. However,
as information resellers and mediators become more common, information and documents will be
combined and enhanced, leading to complex royalties and payment arrangements. Similarly, there
will be complex contracts set up among service providers that may lead to sequences of agreements
similar to those of Figures 1 and 2. In such an environment it is important to understand what
exchanges are possible at all, and which are inherently impossible. In Section 4, we introduce
sequencing graphs, a general mechanism which determines when an exchange is feasible. Section 6
introduces a mechanism called an indemnity, which allows problematic exchanges such as Figure 2
to occur.

4 Sequencing Graphs
The sequencing graph is a tool which nds a sequence of execution steps that will lead to a feasible
exchange if a feasiblity test is met. The graph may be created mechanically from information about
8
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Trusted
Intermediary 4

Broker 2

Producer 2

Figure 2: The interacting parties of a more complex exchange
the interactions among the parties in the transaction, supplemented with the temporal constraints
(described in Section 2.4) which prevent parties from transferring money or information that they
do not have yet. A pair of reduction rules is then applied one or more times to the sequencing
graph. After the sequencing graph has been reduced as much as possible, an objective test determines whether the exchange is feasible. The introduction of the sequencing graph formalism, the
manipulation rule, and the test to determine exchange feasibility are the major contributions of
this paper.
The framework of actions and states described in Section 2 is very expressive. We are interested
in applying it to a subclass of problems which conform to the instances of exchange problems. In
these problems, the each party desires an item that the other has, and is willing to give up its
own asset to acquire the item. The examples in the previous section are two instances of exchange
problems, as is any multi-party interaction which can be reduced to the pair-wise exchanges through
trusted intermediaries. These problems have the additional property that there is a single \commit"
point at one of the pair-wise interactions which determines whether the whole interaction will
proceed. Therefore, in the work that follows, we focus on this type of exchange problem.

4.1 Creating a Sequencing Graph
The sequencing graph consists of two types of nodes: \commitment" nodes and \conjunction"
nodes. A commitment node represents a decision to \commit" to a particular direct, pair-wise
exchange between two parties, corresponding to an edge in the interaction graphs like those in
Figure 1 and 2. Conjunction nodes represent a constraint between two or more commitments such
that one will be done only if they all are. There are three typical uses of conjunction nodes. First,
a trusted component commits to exchange goods from two distrusting parties. Second, a customer
(or other principal) wants to obtain a set of documents, which are useful only if all are received.
Third, a broker will commit to obtain a document only if it has a committed buyer. This third
type of conjunction is the only one with an ordering component|the commitments controlled by a
conjunction of the rst two types can be undertaken in any order. This di erence is re ected in the
edges connecting the commitments to the conjunction node. In the case of conjunctions which have
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1

Consumer

Trusted 1

Broker

Trusted 2

Trusted 1

Broker

Trusted 2

Producer

Figure 3: The sequencing graph for Figure 1. The circled numbers refer to the order of edge
elimination described in Section 4.2.2
no ordering constraints, the edges are undirected edges represented in black. If there is a temporal
ordering, the edge for the commitment which must be achieved rst is a red edge, represented in
bold in the gures.
In the broker examples above, the commitment between the broker and the trusted intermediary
shared with his customer would be connected to the conjunction node with a red edge, the other
edges originating in that conjunction node would be black. The sequencing graph representations
of the exchanges of Figure 1 and 2 appear as Figure 3 and 4, respectively. In these gures, hexagons
are commitment nodes, representing the commitment between two parties, and are labeled with the
agents involved in that commitment. Squares are conjunction nodes,
linking all of the commitments
V
entered into by one agent. Conjunction nodes are labeled with x , where x is the agent who is
common to all of the commitments.
De nition A sequencing graph SG of interaction graph I = (P; T; E ) is a 4-tuple (C; J; R; B):

 C : Commitment nodes, one node for each element of E in I . If c 2 C corresponds to edge
(a;Vb) in I , then V
if Va 2 J then (c; V a) 2 R [ B , and
if b 2 J then (c; b ) 2 R [ B .
 J : Conjunction nodes, one node for each internal node (a node with more than one edge) of
I.
 R: Red edges, (c; j ); c 2 C; j 2 J and 8b 2 C; b =6 c; where commitments b and c share in
common the agent involved in conjunction j , the commitment represented by c must precede
the commitment b.
 B: Black edges, (c; j ); c 2 C; j 2 J , where commitments b and c share in common the agent
involved in conjunction j , and (c; j ) 2= R.
A sequencing graph is always bipartite, with the commitment and conjunction nodes forming the
partition. Therefore, an edge will always connect one conjunction node and one commitment node.
Note that the red/black device limits the expressiveness of the allowable sequencing constraints,
but it is sucient for the exchange problems we consider here.
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Broker 2

Broker 1

Trusted 2

Trusted 2

Source 1

C
Broker 2

Trusted 4

Trusted 4

Source 2
2

4

T3

B2

T4

Figure 4: The sequencing graph for Figure 2. The circled numbers refer to the order of edge
elimination described in Section 4.2.2

4.2 Reducing a Sequencing Graph
This section describes a process by which sequencing graphs are reduced. Edges are removed from
the graph, corresponding to incremental steps toward a problem solution. Graph reductions can
nd the existence of a feasible execution and order the execution of steps if one exists. The two
reduction rules correspond to intuitively meaningful steps in the exchange process, and there is a
simple test for determining if the reduced graph corresponds to a transaction which can be carried
out protecting all of the participants. We will give an intuitive justi cation for the two reduction
rules, then show how they are applied in the examples from Section 3. Figures 5 and 6 show the nal
reduced version for these examples. The rst example has an execution sequence which provides the
needed assurances, while the second one does not. These results match the informal arguments of
the outcomes given above in Section 3. After the intuitive descriptions and the running examples,
we will give formal de nitions of the reduction rules and feasibility test.

4.2.1 The reduction rules
The rst reduction rule applies when a commitment node is on the fringe of a sequencing graph.
In that case, if there are no conjoined commitments which take precedence (are connected with
red edges), the commitment can be made provisionally, and \control" passed back to the corresponding conjunction node. There is nothing preventing the commitment from being made, so if
the other commitments conjoined with that commitment are also possible, the whole commitment
will be made. For example, in Figure 3, the commitment nodes (hexagons) at either end of the
sequencing graph are on the fringe, and the edges connecting them to their conjunction nodes may
be eliminated.
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The second reduction rule applies when a conjunction node is on the fringe of the sequencing graph. Here, the other commitments required for the full conjunction have been provisionally
made. Therefore, if this last commitment can be achieved, the whole conjunction can be executed.
In Figure 3, once the outermost commitment nodes are disconnected, the two conjunction nodes
corresponding to the trusted intermediaries are fringe nodes. The second reduction rule is applicable, resulting in the removal of the edge between the conjunction nodes and their remaining
commitments.

4.2.2 Reducing Examples #1 and #2
With these intuitive descriptions in mind, we will walk through the full reduction process with
the two examples from Section 3. In Example #1, Vfrom Figure 3, we start by applying Rule #1
to the edge between \Trusted2 ! Producer" and T 2. Since the commitment node is a fringe
node (has only one connecting edge), the rule is applicable. As a result, the connecting edge is
deleted. Intuitively, this means that Producer can give the document to Trusted2, letting Trusted2
later make the nal commitment for this sale. (As we will see in Section 5, each deletion in the
sequencing graph generates
an action in the protocol for the exchange.)
V
V
After this deletion, T 2 is a fringe node. Rule #2 applies, and the edge between T 2 and \Broker
! Trusted2" is deleted. Intuitively, Trusted2 can notify the broker that it has the document, so
that essentially, the commitment of the sale is now in the hands of the broker. Now the commitment
node for \Broker ! Trusted2" is a fringe node. However, Rule #1
not applicable, because the red
V istakes
edge connecting
the
commitment
\Trusted1
!
Broker"
with
precedence over the black
B
V
edge between B and \Broker ! Trusted2". (Intuitively, the broker cannot commit to purchase
the document yet| rst, it has to secure payment.) We are not at an impasse, however,
because
V
Rule #1 applies to the
between commitment node \Consumer ! Trusted1" and T 1. After
V edge
removing
this
edge,
is
a
fringe node. Rule #2 sanctions the removal of the Vedge connecting
1
V with \Trusted1 !TBroker".
Now, only two edges remain|both connected to B , one red and
T1
one black. TheV black edge is still blocked, but the red edge may be removed by Rule #1. The last
edge between B and \Broker ! Trusted2" may be removed by an application of either Rule #1 or
Rule #2. (Intuitively, the broker can be given the decision to purchase the document by Trusted2
and can be given the decision to complete the sale by Trusted1. So it can safely purchase the
document, knowing that the customer's funds will be available at Trusted1.) With all of the nodes
disconnected (Figure 5), we see that this is a feasible transaction. In Section 5, we will produce
the execution sequence that results from this reduction sequence.
We now turn to Example #2, from Figure 4. The reductions begin in the same way
as in
V
the previous example, with Rule #1Vapplying rst between \Trusted2 ! Source1" and T 2, and
between
! Source2" and T 4. After these edges are removed,
#2 applies between
V and \Trusted4
V andRule
\Broker1
!
Trusted2".
Rule
#2
also
applies
between
\Broker2
! Trusted4".
T2
T4
After these four edges have been removed, however, we nd that no others can be removed (see
Figure 6). The only two fringe nodes, \Broker1 ! Trusted2" and \Broker2 ! Trusted4" are
connected to their respective conjunction nodes by black edges that are subjugated to the red
edges of those nodes. Therefore, the black edges may not be removed and we have reached an
impasse, and we cannot show the transaction to be feasible.
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4.2.3 Direct trust between principals
Example #2 o ers an interesting study of the e ect of principals trusting other principals directly.
Here, we consider two variants on Example #2, one where Source1 trusts Broker1, and a second
where Broker1 trusts Source1. In the rst variant, the exchange becomes feasible; but in the second,
it remains unfeasible. This di erence underscores the fact that trust need not be symmetric (one
party can trust another without being trusted by it), and the asymmetry can directly a ect the
ultimate feasibility of transactions.
In the rst variant, Source1 trusts Broker1. Therefore, Broker1 is also playing the role of
Trusted2. When the
point of the previous impasse is reached, (Figure 6) Rule #1 is applicable to
V
the edge between B 1 and \Broker1 ! Trusted2".
V It is permissible to remove this edge, even though
it is pre-empted by the red edge connecting B 1 and \Broker1 ! Trusted1", because Broker1 is
playing the role of Trusted2. Intuitively, Broker #1 has risk-free access to document #1, so it is
not necessary to secure the commitment from the customer before sending theVdocument to the
intermediary between the broker and the customer. Removing
the edge between B 1 and \Broker1
! Trusted2" triggers a domino e ect. The red edge from VB1 to \Trusted1 ! Broker1" falls next,
and the remainder of edges are removed starting from that point and proceeding
counter-clockwise
V
around Figure
4. Once the red edge between \Trusted3 ! Broker2" and B 2 is removed, the black
V
edge from B 2 to \Broker2 ! Trusted4" is vulnerable. By eliminating all of the edges from the
graph, the transaction is shown to be feasible.
In the second variant, Broker1 trusts Source1. Therefore, Source1
is also playing the role of
V
Trusted2. This allows the edge between \Trusted2 ! Source1" and T 2 to be removed by either
clause of Rule #1, but after the rst four edges have been removed to reach the state of Figure 6,
no further reductions are possible, and the transaction remains infeasible.

4.2.4 Formal details
Graph reductions may be done in a greedy fashion|any applicable reduction may be applied at any
time, in any order, until no further graph reductions are possible. Once the graph reduction process
is complete (no further reductions are possible) the reduced graph may be tested for feasibility (lack
of edges). Although di erent graphs may result due to di erent reduction orders, the feasibility
test will always yield the same result. That is, if one series of reductions leads to removing all
of the edges, any other series of reductions will eliminate all of them also. Examples of infeasible
reduced graphs are those such as in the second example, where the commitment node of the red
edge of some conjunction node cannot be satis ed. If the reduced graph does not pass the feasibility
test, then no determination can be made by this process. There may still be some series of steps
which will achieve the transaction while providing all parties the necessary protection. Proving its
impossibility is still an open research question. If the reduced graph is feasible, there is a protocol
such that any execution sequence sanctioned by the protocol allows only acceptable nal states for
all parties to the exchange. The following section describes how to nd that execution sequence.
De nition: Reduction Rule #1: Applicable when a commitment node is on the fringe.
[R and B are the red and black sets from the original graph, R0 and B 0 are the corresponding sets
used in the reduced version.]
IF [(c; j ) 2 R [ B , AND c is a fringe node (6 9k 2 J; k 6= j; (c; k) 2 R0 [ B 0 ), ]
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T1

B

T2

Consumer

Trusted 1

Broker

Trusted 2

Trusted 1

Broker

Trusted 2

Source 1

Figure 5: The reduced sequencing graph for Figure 1
AND
1. (c; j ) is not pre-empted by a red edge (6 9(b; j ) 2 R), OR
2. the trusted agent role of commitment node c is played by the principal of c 2
THEN (c; j ) may be removed from the graph.
(R0 = R0 , (c; j ) and B 0 = B 0 , (c; j ), though (c; j ) will appear in only one of R0 and B 0 .)
De nition: Reduction Rule #2: Applicable when a conjunction node is on the fringe.
IF (c; j ) 2 R [ B ,
AND j is a fringe node (6 9b 2 C; b 6= c; (b; j ) 2 R0 [ B 0 ),
THEN (c; j ) may be removed from the graph.
(R0 = R0 , (c; j ) and B 0 = B 0 , (c; j ), though (c; j ) will appear in only one of R0 and B 0 .)
De nition: Feasibility Test: Applicable when no further reductions are possible.
A reduced graph is feasible if all edges have been removed, R0 [ B 0 = ;.

5 Recovering the Execution Sequence
If a sequencing graph is feasible, then there is an execution sequence that ensures that the distributed transaction will end in a state acceptable to all participants. The ordering corresponds to
the order of deletion of edges in the sequencing graph (also the order in which commit points are
reached) with one exception. In the case where a conjunction node has a red \priority" edge, it
must be committed rst, but executed last. This matches our intuition that a broker should have
a buyer committed before he obtains goods, but must obtain the goods before he is able to give
them to the customer. One feasible execution sequence (there may be others) is simply executing
pairwise transactions in the order in which the commitment nodes became disconnected from the
graph, deferring any commitment nodes connected to their conjunction nodes with a red edge until
after all the black edge nodes have been executed. Otherwise, no modi cations to the order are
required. When a conjunction node is disconnected, a notify action is generated.
A commitment node is always between a trusted agent and a principal, due to the bipartite nature of the
interaction graph. A principal \plays the role" of the trusted agent when the principal on the other side of the
trusted agent trusts this principal directly. In this case, the \trusted agent" is an abstraction, a persona played by
the principal.
2
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T1

B1

Consumer

Trusted 1

Trusted 1

Broker 1

Consumer

Trusted 3

Trusted 3

Broker 2

T2

Broker 1

Trusted 2

Trusted 2

Source 1

C

T3

Broker 2

Trusted 4

Trusted 4

B2

Source 2

T4

Figure 6: The reduced sequencing graph for Figure 2
For instance, if we consider the graph reductions for Example #1, we nd the following execution
sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Producer sends document to Trusted2.
Trusted2 noti es Broker.
Consumer sends money to Trusted1.
Trusted1 noti es Broker.
Broker sends money to Trusted2. (Red edge is delayed.)
Trusted2 sends document to Broker.
Trusted2 sends money to Producer.
Broker sends document to Trusted1.
Trusted1 sends document to Consumer.
Trusted1 sends money to Broker.

Note that the broker in Example #1 must have the funds to purchase the document before it
receives the customer's money. If the broker were \poor" and was counting on the customer's funds
to buy the document, then we would have an infeasible problem. Since the broker must obtain the
money from the customer before providing payment to the source, the commitment between the
broker and Trusted1 must be nalized before the broker can deal with Trusted2. This restriction
adds the constraintV payb!p (m) ! payc!b (m). In Figure 3, this new scenario would change the
black arc between B and theV\Broker ! Trusted2" node to a red arc. This means that there are
two red edges emerging from B , each of which must be done rst. Since this is impossible, the
15

whole exchange is infeasible. The reduction rules will not allow the removal of either red edge, and
therefore, the graphic feasibility test will not show the exchange to be feasible.

6 Indemnifying to Enable More Transactions
This section introduces another mechanism for use between distrusting parties with a mutually
trusted intermediary. A principal can make a credible promise by setting up an indemnity account.
One principal gives the trusted intermediary a sum of money to be held in trust, along with a set
of conditions under which the money is forfeit to another principal. For example, in the exchange
detailed in Figure 2, each broker might o er the price of the other document as an indemnity,
once it has obtained a promise from the seller to deliver its own document. Broker #1 would give
Trusted Intermediary #1 the price of document #2, to be forfeited to the customer if the customer
provides payment for document #1 to the trusted intermediary, but Broker #1 doesn't provide
the requested document within a reasonable time. If the goods are provided when payment is
furnished, then the indemnity amount is refunded to the broker. The exchange is feasible even if
Broker #2 does not o er a similar indemnity, because the customer is satis ed with either of the
two possible outcomes. With document #2 from Broker #2, he will either get document #1 and
obtain the full set of goods desired in the exchange, or he will get enough money from Broker #1's
penalty to o set the cost of document #2.
In terms of the graphic representation, an indemnity allows a conjunction node to be split. For
instance, in Figure 4, if Broker #1 o ers an indemnity, then the customer is willing to consider the
transfers as two separate transactions (one for document #2, the other for either document #1 or
the value of document #2). ThisVmeans that the conjunction node at the left edge of the gure
is split, and the edge connecting c and \Customer ! Trusted1" is removed. With the removal,
the reduction rules may be applied repeatedly, removing all the remaining edges and generating a
feasible execution sequence.
In general, an indemnity may be given to remove a conjunctive edge of the second type (a
customer demanding multiple documents in order to agree to purchase any of them). The principal
providing the indemnity must share a trusted intermediary with the one requesting the indemnication, and the amount of the indemnity must be high enough to compensate for the worst case
outcome. Usually the broker or source involved in providing a document will give an indemnity for
that document, but this is not necessary|an indemnity may be o ered by any party interested in
moving the transaction forward.
Figure 7 shows an example involving a customer seeking three documents from three di erent
brokers and sources. Again, the customer only wants the full set of documents, and will not pay
for any unless all are obtained. In this example, document #1 has a cost to the customer of $10,
document #2 is $20, and the third document is $30. Without indemnities, this transaction is
infeasible, failing for the same reason the two broker/source case fails. This example shows that
the order in which indemnities are o ered is signi cant. In one ordering, Broker #1 o ers an
indemnity rst, and must o er $50, to protect the customer from obtaining documents #2 and #3,
at a cost of $50, and failing to get #1. Even after Broker #1 o ers the indemnity, the transaction
is not feasible, because the problem is essentially still a two broker problem between #2 and #3.
If Broker #2 o ers an indemnity next, he must set aside $40, the amount that the customer puts
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T1

$10

B1

Consumer

Trusted 1

Trusted 1

Broker 1

Consumer

Trusted 3

Trusted 3

Broker 2

T2

Broker 1

Trusted 2

Trusted 2

Source 1

$20

C

Broker 2

Trusted 4

Trusted 4

Source 2

$30

T3

B2

Consumer

Trusted 5

Trusted5

Broker 3

T5

T4

Broker 3

Trusted6

Trusted 6

B3

Source 3

T6

Order #1: Broker #1 indemnifies first, setting $50 aside, breaking the link labeled $10
Broker#2 indemnifies next, setting $40 aside, breaking the link labeled $20
Order #2: Broker #3 indemnifies first, setting $30 aside, breaking the link labeled $30
Broker #2 indemnifies next, setting $40 aside, breaking the link labeled $20

Figure 7: The e ects of selecting di erent indemni cation orders
at jeopardy by acquiring documents #1 and #3 without having #2. When the customer has
indemnities from the two brokers, he is willing to go ahead and o er the money to the trusted
intermediary shared with the third broker, and the transaction proceeds. If Broker #3 o ered
an indemnity rst (which would require $30), and was followed by Broker #2 o ering the same
$40, the customer could continue the transaction o ering the money for document #1 to Trusted
Intermediary #1. Therefore, the transaction could proceed with total indemnities of $70, versus
the $90 required by the rst ordering described.
A simple greedy algorithm allows selection of the ordering that minimizes indemnities. The
commitment node which connects to the subtree with the highest cost should be indemni ed rst.
The commitment node with the second highest cost should be indemni ed next, and so on, by
decreasing cost. The last commitment node in the conjunction does not need an indemnity, and
by this ordering, the lowest cost commitment node is last. Since the indemnity required for any
node in a conjunction is the total of the costs of all other pieces, the piece with the lowest cost
has the highest indemnity. With that piece last, it need not be indemni ed, so the cost of all the
indemnities in the conjunction is minimized.
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7 Relation to Previous Work
This section compares the problem that we are addressing to related work that has appeared in the
area of distributed databases and related elds. First, we show how the distributed transaction is
di erent than a multiple party transaction that might be implemented with a two-phase commit
protocol. Second, we compare the result to the problems solved by sagas. Third, we show how the
distributed transaction among distrusting parties is di erent than Byzantine agreement. Finally,
we show how the graph formalism is related to Petri nets.

7.1 Two Phase Commit Protocols
In the traditional view of a transaction, all of the components of the system share the goal of
maintaining a consistent state. Two phase commit protocols [6] are a way of ensuring that all the
components in a system either perform the update or all of them reject the update and maintain the
status quo. Our distributed transactions di er in that the system components have no such \global"
view. If a customer can get a document without paying for it, that is a perfectly acceptable outcome.
The merchant may disagree. Each principal has its own view of what acceptable outcomes are.
Secondly, in transaction processing, it is traditionally assumed that a single designer has control
over the programs that each process is running|that is, each node can assume the others will be
following the protocol. No such assumption is made in the distributed transactions described here.

7.2 Sagas
Our representation of system state was motivated by the saga[6]. A saga is a sequence of actions
that result in an acceptable nal system state when they are executed. Essentially, what we propose
here is for each agent (node in the interaction graph) to have its own set of acceptable sagas. Our
graph representation and reduction rules can establish that there is an execution satisfying the
sagas for all of the involved parties.

7.3 Byzantine Agreement
Explicit distrust is a feature shared by the Byzantine agreement problem [12]. To reach a Byzantine
agreement, the nodes following the protocol must reach agreement about a value in the face of
arbitrary failures and deceptions on the part of the \traitorous" nodes. A Byzantine protocol is
successful if the non-failing nodes can agree even if some large fraction (typically up to 1/3) of the
nodes fail to follow the protocol. Distributed transactions have some of the same avor of trying
to protect those following the protocol from the actions of the deviants. Here again, however, the
nodes have di erent opinions about the acceptable outcomes, and are, in essence, trying to force
\agreement" on their own desired outcome. Moreover, the presence of some trusted nodes allows
agreement without replicating the actions and communication among several equivalent agents and
determining the outcome by guaranteeing a non-traitorous majority.
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7.4 Petri Nets
The graph formalism we have described here is similar to, though weaker than, a Petri Net[13]. The
exchanges can be captured in a Petri net formalism, with the added advantage that consumable
resources (such as money) are modeled very naturally in the tokens of a Petri net. However, the
speci c problem of subset coverability (which is used to establish the feasibility of an exchange
by determining whether a token is ever in the \exchange completed" place) is a reduction of the
general problem of coverability. Coverability of Petri nets is still an open problem|there is no
known algorithm. Perhaps exchanges can be modeled using a restricted class of Petri nets with
better computational properties; this is an area for future research.

8 Cost of Mistrust
We have seen in Section 4.2.3 that when the principals trust each other directly, some transactions
that were infeasible in a distrusting environment become feasible. Even cases that are feasible in the
distrusting environment may be more ecient if the principals are willing to interact directly. Two
parties that trust each other can perform an exchange with two messages|each sending what the
other wants. In contrast, when the two nodes distrust each other, four messages are required|two
to the trusted intermediary, and two from the trusted intermediary.
If a single trusted intermediary may be used for the entire system in any exchange between
two principals, then any exchange becomes feasible, without indemnities. A customer is willing to
send full payment to the trusted intermediary, convinced that he will always receive the requested
goods or his money back, regardless of the actions of the other principals. Similarly, the brokers
and sources are willing to send their money or goods to the trusted intermediary with a set of
constraints (marking the other exchanges that must occur if theirs is to occur). The trusted
intermediary checks to see that if all of the exchanges are made, then all of the constraints will be
satis ed. If so, the assumption that all exchanges can be made is validated, and the full distributed
exchange occurs. For instance, in the second example, a broker is willing to send his money to
the trusted intermediary with the restriction that it purchases the document from its source only
when: 1) the customer agrees to buy the documents, 2) the other broker puts up his money for the
document from the other source, and 3) both sources provide the documents.

9 Conclusion
In a large space of distributed information and resources, it is unlikely that a consumer will be
able to locate a single source which exactly satis es his information need. Rather, he is likely
to be assisted by a number of brokers that devote their full time to remaining apprised of what
information is available. Furthermore, complex queries may well require information from di erent
sources, leading to an exchange with many parties. These parties might all have di erent interests
and di erent trusted organizations. Therefore, a protocol which protects the sum of all their
interests is required to enable a transaction. The process of specifying a distributed exchange,
capturing the details in a sequencing graph, and then reducing the resulting graph allows such a
protocol to be synthesized.
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The examples presented here did not make full use of the expressiveness of the model introduced
in Section 2. In future work, we intend to exercise the full power of the formalism. Moreover,
we intend to formally prove the equivalence between the graph manipulation algorithms and a
subclass represented by the formal model. Within this framework, we will establish the soundness
and completeness of the algorithms. Future work will also extend the algorithms proposed here
to allow a fully distributed approach, with each participant locally making decisions about the
feasibility and sequencing of its own parts of the transaction. In this paper, we only considered
scenarios where pairs of parties interact through a trusted agent. When an agent is trusted by more
than two parties, additional distributed exchanges may become feasible, and our results should be
extended to cover this case. Another interesting extension is trust relationships among the trusted
intermediaries. A \hierarchy of trust" may allow more completed transactions, and model more
closely the use of trust in the real world. Future work will also provide a more complete treatment
of the temporal issues, and the complexities arising from the expiration of partial exchanges and
noti cations.
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